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MONITORING GROUND WAVES AND AIR WAVES
FROM QUARRY BLASTS*
RobeN G. Morris
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,

Rapid City

INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 1960 a program was initiated at the South
Dakota State Cement Plant in Rapid City under the direction of
Mr. R. D. Marquardt, Assi!'ltant Manager, to monitor ground and
"ir waves from blasts in the Plant quarry. Thirty-one blasts have
been monitored to date.
The purpose of monitoring the blasts was to determine if
levels of ground acceleration, energy or air pressure due to the
blast were being reached at points located be.tween the blast and
built-up areas of Rapid City which were likely to result in damage.
These levels have never been reached in the Plant quarry blasting
since the tests were begun.
GROUND WAVES
Acceleration and relative energy of the ground at a point is
measured by means of a Leet Portable three-component seismograph. This instrument reproduces photographically a record di.
rectly proportional to ground displacement under the seismograph for frequencies 1.25 sec-' and greater and magnified by II
factor of 50. Three displacements are recorded at once: the hori.
zontal and vertical transverse displacements and the longitudinal
ciisplacement. The record produced by three light beams is 011
,O-mm electrocardiogram paper run through the machine at aboll!
four inches per second. Time markers 0.01 sec apart, with a mark
er every 0.1 sec darker than the rest, are placed on the record ll,v
the instrument.
• This work supported by the South Dakota State Cement Planl
Most waves recorded are approximately damped sinusoid:d
waves. The undamped part is given by Eq. 1. Amplitude y o aliiI
frequency f may be read for each of the three waves from Ih"
record. The acceleration is given in Eq. 3.
Values of acceleration for each of the three mutually pell1.-"
dicular displacements a're added vectorially to give the total,,,
celeration, but since the displacements are generally not in ph,,,.,.,
this total acceleration is an upper bound.
The energy E received from the blast by the ground under 1h"
seismograph a't any instant is proportional to the square of 11,0

.velocity of tlhe ground. The velocity is given in. Eq, 2. The
mum value of E, E
,follows from this arid is given in
max
The ratio a'
If'
has been defined(1) as the energy ratio
max
.
and is a useful measure of the energy in each component
blast .wave.
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AIR. WAVES
Besides ground waves from blasting there are also waves
Ilropagared through the air, and indeed-these are the waves most
tloticeable to ,the casual observer some distance away from the
1,lust. We undertook to measure the p''essure of the air wave at
Ihe same point where. the Seismograph was set up. We use a
f ;cnera1 Radio 1551-B Sound Level Meter which is commonly
in
ILC as a decibel meter in noise analysis. In addition' we use a Gen, 1'01Radio 1556-A Impact Noise Analyzer connected to the Leyel
''''ter. This device enables one to analyze impact-type sounds in
"Idition to more-or-less steady-state sounds.
'J\he Impact Noise Analyzer measures the quasi peak of the
01,'pressure pulse and stores in its circuit .the tnIe peak air pres'Il'e and the time average of this pulse, averaged over a given
lillie.

.

After the blast is.ove.r and the seismograph record has been
..1"llined, we cause othe Analyzer to display on its meter dial first
,I" )leak value and then the time average. We photograph each
,llIC with a Land Camera and develop the print in 10 seconds.
I I", Analyzer
will store the readings more .than a minute with
IV 1 db loss. We then have a permanent photographic record
.' h"th ground waves and air pressure.
The peak reading in decibels is convelll.ed to pressure by
of the equatJion 74 db = 1 microbar = 1.45(10)-6 1b/in".

dW

DAMAGE CRITERIA

"

'I'hc U. S. Bureau of Mines(2) oarried out a five-year survey
;d,Il.Llngand concluded generally that acceleration a less than
. r, whcre g
acceleration of gravity (386 in/sec'), causes

=
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lio damage.even to plastered walls. For 0.1 g< a<g, damage was
possible, and for a > g, damage was likely.
Crandel1(1), Leet(3) and others have pointed out that the energy at a poillitdue to a wave is probably a better criterion for its
possibility ,to do damage than the acceleration at the point. An
extreme example of this fact is afforded by an earthquake. Earth4uake waves with maximum displacement of the order of 1 inch
and frequencies of 1 cycle are compared with blast waves with
displacement = 0.01 inch and frequency of 10 cycles. The acceleration due to the earthquake wave is only about <threetimes that
of the blast wave, but it is 400-500 times as energetic. The ratio
of damage done by '!:heearthquake to that by the blast is more
nearly proportional to the ratio of energies.
Crandell(l) defines the energy ratio E.R. = a'/t' in'/sec'
and as the result of many tests predicts that for E.R.< 3(144)
in'/sec' there will be no damage.
For 3(144) in'/sec'<E.R.
<6(144) in'/sec', damage is possible, and for E.R.> 6(144) damage
is likely. The states of Massachusetts and Connecticut have established an <l:lIowableupper limit to the energy ratio of E. R. =
144 in'/sec'. It is this more conservative figure we have used
since we calculate E.R. for only the most energetic of the three
ground waves.
Air pressure damages windows before any other parts of a
structure. The pressure ,to break a window is about lib/in', prl}duced for example by a 17o.mile/hour wind. We use a pressure
of lib/in' as the danger point for air pressure pulses due to quarry
blasts.
It is interesting to note that a human observer can detect
easily a displacement of 0.0005 inch due to a 10-cps ground wave.
Thus he can feel an acceleration less <than0.01 g and respond to
an energy ratio of 0.04 in' /sec', where the damage thresholds are
0.1 g and 144 in'/sec'. Displacements from 0.0005 W 0.02 inch at
frequencies of 5 to 20 cps are not uncommon in dwelling structure~
from walking, door slamming and the passing of trucks in the
street.
RESULTS
Measurements made from 19Go.1963of the ground wave:.
and air waves due to quarry blasts are summarized in Table J.
The test site was 0.5 to 1 mile from the blast and between thl'
blast and a built-up area of Rapid City. In only one of 31 tests did
the acceleration exceed 0.1 g, and that by 20 percent. The energ)'
ratio for this record (No. 34) was only 0.41 in'/sec', where a dan
gel' level is 144 in'/sec'. The highest energy ratio recordeu wit;
3.0 in'/sec'.

liS

The highest air pressure pulse recorded in 20 tests was 0.01
Ib/in'. 1 Iblin' is generally required to break a window.
TABLE I
RESULTS OF MONITORING GROUND WAVES
AND AIR WAVES FROM QUARRY BLASTS
South Dakota State Cement Plant, 1960.1963
Distanoe from Blast 0.5 Ito 1 MOle
Acceleration
Energy Ratio
Air Pressure
Units of g.
E.R. = a'lf'
Ibf.in'

~n'/sec'

No. Values Recorded No. Values Recorded No. Values Recorded
<0.1

0.1-1 >1

30
','owl tests:

1

o
31

<1
26

1-144 >144
5

o
31

<0.01 0.D1-1>1
19

1

o
20
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